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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, May 20, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond. Mpls is -15, Duluth -25 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12% 13% 14% 15% 

MWN4 738^2 S -0^4 3489 33353 -436 Basis (N): +100/+110 +125/+145 +135/+150 +200 

MWU4 746^2 S -0^4 1379 16156 +79 Info:  cars/cars train/cars nom/cars cars 

MWZ4 755^6 S -0^2 1569 16798 +32 Change: unch/up 5 no comp nom/cars no comp 

MWH5 761^6 S -1^4 138 5340 +47 Mpls Truck 20d to-arrive: +5 +40 +55 

MWK5 765^6 S -0^4 6 482 -2 Portland (N) May June July Aug (NC) 

MWZ5 775^0 S 3^0 3 163 +0 14%proBasis  +120/+135 +110/+130 +100/+125 +90/+120 

Totals:   6,593 72,592 -277  dn 10/unch dn 5/unch unch/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 575 Options: 290 

Receipts on the Floor:   
130 cars and 1 train 

Implied option vols: 
N:25% U:26% Z:25% 

Cash: DNS basis was steady in the spot milling market but weaker 
in the PNW export market.  

Commentary: 
Wheat posted a technical corrective rally in early trade but couldn’t hold the gains, and closed very 
poorly, down 4 in WN and off ½ cent each in KWN and MWN. Closes were about 15 cents lower than 
the session highs. Corn continues to leak lower and soybeans also reversed from an early rally to close 
in the red. Funds remain large net longs in wheat as we quickly approach a period of intense seasonal 
weakness featuring winter wheat harvest and the fund roll out of the July contracts. The first test cuts 
were reported for both SRW and HRW today marking the official start of the 2014 wheat harvest. 
However, crop maturity is behind normal and HRW yields improve from south to north so harvest 
pressure is still several weeks away. Although stocks are relatively low for both SRW and HRW, 
demand remains the issue as we look at the 14/15 balance sheets. SRW ending stocks are expected to 
balloon from 130 million bushels in 13/14 to over 200 million bushels in 14/15 as feed demand is priced 
out by cheaper corn and exports are sharply cut due to the high price of US soft wheat relative to India 
and the Black Sea origins (and the lack of strategic Chinese imports). HRW ending stocks are expected 
to be roughly unchanged year over year but those stocks as a percentage of total use rise given lower 
feed and export programs. Russian wheat was the cheapest offer on the Iraq tender at a $50/tonne 
discount to US HRW. Spring wheat production is still very much ahead of us and the crop is struggling 
to even get in the ground. Yesterday the USDA reported that overall spring wheat planting progress 
was 49% complete vs. a 5-year average of 68%. But more to the point, both ND at 25% planted and 
MN at 20% planted are the lowest % planted on record for this week. NASS data goes back to 1981. It 
is possible that progress is underreported given the big push late into the weekend; also, ground 
intended for corn may be switching to wheat in some areas, but all in all we need to see significant 
progress made this week to alleviate concerns over losing acres. It is difficult to quantify how may corn 
acres may be switching to wheat and beans but there is also the consideration of freight. Planting 
wheat instead of corn alleviates freight and logistics costs as fewer bushels have to be transported. 
This week is warm and dry until Sun-Monday. Soaking rains are forecasted for western HRW areas. 
Heading wheat can still benefit. 
 
Funds remain huge net longs in all three wheat contracts. The managed money category of funds is net 
long 45,000 Chicago, net long 35,000 KC, and net long 13,000 MW. Seasonal weakness ahead of 
harvest and the fund roll should continue to pressure flat price and spreads. –Austin Damiani 


